
Ritco Logistics Limited 
Date: 07/04/2022 

To 

General Manager 

Listing Department 

BSE Limited 

Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers 

Dalal Street, Mumbai- 400001 

Subject: Monthly Business Update 

BSE Scrip Code: 542383 

Sir/ Madam, 

With reference to the above mentioned subject, kindly find the Monthly business update as enclosed 

herewith as an Annexure | 

We request you to kindly take the same on record. 

Thanking you, 

Yours Sincerely, 

For Ritco Logistics Limited 

SANJEEV al 

DIRECTO 

DIN:- 02694204 

ADDRESS: B-6/7, DLF, PHASE-1, SIKANDERPUR GHOSI(68), 

DLF QE, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002 

Nirco 
Consider it Done 
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* “TrucksUp” — Digital Platform for Trucking Solutions launched & will be managed by 

our most qualified and trained squad which will help us to improve our placements 

and margins as well as improve utilization of vehicles. Our vision is to develop 

digital ecosystem where vehicle owners & drivers grow together and we can state 

with pride that Ritco is the #1* company in India to develop a platform to connect 

with thousands of vehicle owners & drivers on a single platform — this platform will 

revolutionize the transport business, it will digitally connect all the stakeholders 

(vehicle owners and drivers). 

«* Honored and awarded by Dalmia Cement for our dedication and uninterrupted 

service performance. 

“+ Ritco Balasore Fulfillment Centre: Fulfillment Center operating in Balasore - Orissa 

for Online Shopping through E-Commerce Platform, Grocery & FMCG Products. 

Fulfillment centers receive inventory, sort and shelf products in their respective bin, 

shelf or pallet locations, and keep track of units. The goal of warehousing inventory 

in a fulfillment center is to turn over stock quickly and ship orders as efficiently as 

possible, 

“* Ritco Kolkata Smart Warehouse 1: Smart is a new age supermarket serving the 

needs of today's smart and value seeking customers. Smart offers a one-stop 

shopping experience by offering fresh products, bakery, dairy products, household 

and personal care products, general merchandise, making it a complete shopping 

destination. Ritco Smart Warehouse acts as the last mile delivery hub for all digital 
orders, with each Smart Point having an integral Delivery Point facility that delivers 

eCommerce orders to homes in the neighborhood. 

“* Pernod Ricard - New business added in RITCO fold. 

, 
“* Mr. Rajesh Mudaliar has joined RITCO as “Vice President” (Contract Logistics) he has 

30+ yrs of experience in Logistics and SCM.


